
Mathematis 375 { Probability and Statistis 1Disussion 3 { Binomial and Geometri Random VariablesSeptember 30, 2005BakgroundLast time we introdued two types of disrete random variables { binomial and geo-metri variables. Both deal with the situation where independent trials of the same proessare repeated, and the probability of suess in any one trial is p.1) The prototypial binomial random variable is the number of \suesses". The proba-bility mass funtion for a binomial Y looks likepY (y) = �ny�pyqn�y ;where q = 1� p is the omplemetary (\failure") probability.2) The prototypial geometri random variable is the number of the trial on whih the�rst suess is observed. The probability mass funtion for a geometri Z looks likepZ(z) = qz�1p:Today, we will deal with both types of situations, and pratie telling them apart.Disussion QuestionsA) An oil prospetor drills a suession of wells in a given area. The probability that sheis suessful on a given trial is p = :2, and the trials are independent. She has �naningto drill 10 wells in all.1) On average, how many wells would she expet to have to drill before �nding a pro-dutive well?2) On average, how many produtive wells would she expet to �nd among the 10?3) What is the probability that she will �nd at least 2 produtive wells?4) What is the probability that she will fail to �nd a produtive well?B) In responding to a sensitive question suh as \Have you ever used marijuana?" ona survey, many people prefer not to answer \yes" even if that is true. Suppose 80% ofthe population will truthfully answer \no", and of the 20% who should truthfully answer\yes", 70% will lie.1) If 100 people are seleted randomly and asked this question, what is the expetednumber of \yes" responses?2) What is the expeted number of people you would need to question before obtaininga \yes" response? 1



C) Of the volunteers donating blood at the Worester Red Cross, 80% have the Rh (+)fator (i.e. one of the blood types A+; B+; O+; AB+).1) If 5 volunteers are randomly seleted, what is the probability that least one does nothave the Rh fator?2) What is the probability that 6 volunteers will be tested before we �nd one that doeshave the Rh fator?3) Say you want to be \90% sure" that you have at least 5 donors who do have the Rhfator. What is the smallest number of volunteers you would need to selet in orderfor the probability that at least 5 have the Rh fator to be at least .9? (Note: You anuse Maple or a alulator here as you prefer. The binomial tables in our text don'tover all the ases you need.)AssignmentGroup writeups due Wednesday, Otober 5.
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